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IV. Post-Layout Simulation (PLS) 
  
In homework 2, problem 2 (parts b and c), you were asked to measure the average propagation delay of an inverter driving four copies of itself in 2 
different configurations. While conducting simulations based completely on ideal models, i.e. when the parasitics of a design are not known and not taken 
into account, these measurements can be inaccurate. The values of these parasitics can only be known once the actual layout for a design has been done 
(since exact areas and perimeters of the transistors are known that enables extraction of junction capacitance as well as wire capacitance that can be 
extracted due to the known length of the wires).  
  
Once parasitics are taken into account, results of simulations become more realistic. This is the motivation for conducting post-layout simulation. 
  
  
Open the extracted cellview of your inverter design from the library manager. It should look like the figure below:    
  
  

          
  
In the extracted cellview, select Tools → Analog Environment. 
   

 

  



        

   
Select Setup → Simulator/Directory/Host from the Analog Environment menu.  
   
Select hSpiceD for simulator and change Project Directory to your current lab directory (the same directory that has your inverter).  
   
   

        

  
Click  OK. (The Analog Environment window may get minimized so bring it back to the front)  
  
Finally, from the Analog Environment menu, select Simulation → Netlist → Create to create an HSPICE netlist. The following window should pop up if 
the netlist creation was successful. You should see that your transistors (labeled m0 and m1) have drain and source areas and perimeters (The numbers for 
these may be different than shown in the figure below) 
   

        

  
  
The netlist is located under the specified Project Directory. To find the netlist, go to the Project Directory and in this directory, go to  
hSpiceD/extracted/netlist. Here you will see your input.ckt file.  
  
  
Create a new hSpice netlist called plsInv.sp and copy and paste just the m0 and m1 lines from the input.ckt file). 
  
  
You will now create the same structure from homework 2, problem 2 (parts b and c) and simulate the average propagation delay of this inverter driving 
four copies of itself (the two structures are shown below). Using transient analysis and .measure statements, turn in Awaves plots displaying tpLH and tpHL 
for both configurations. (Remember each inverter is to drive 4 copies of itself) 
        



       

        
   
  
To be submitted: 
1. The printout of the transient waveforms used to determine the high-to-low and low-to-high propagation delay times. 
2. The values of the high-to-low and low-to-high propagation delay times (These values can be found in plsInv.out file). 
  
End of Lab. 
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